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EDITOR’S NOTE

Dear Readers

Summer is here! For lots of people this means trips to the beach, hanging out with friends
at barbeques and pulling out your favourite pair of sunglasses that have been gathering dust
all year. Unfortunately for me, I live in rainy Britain and the only summer we have is sizzling
temperatures for a week in the middle of July if we’re lucky and then the clouds grow darker
again, we soon return to the predictable weather pattern of wind, torrential rain, cloudy days
and the odd bit of sunshine. A lesson I have been learning recently and wanted to share with all
of you is that sometimes, you have to create your own sunshine. There are going to be moments
in your life when you will struggle to see past the grey clouds or you may become weighted
down with other people’s problems. Remember that everything in life is temporary. The fight
between you and a loved one will be resolved. The long road of unemployment will eventually
come to an end when someone gives you a chance to show your potential. Your motivation
will return one morning when you least expect it. The grief you have been experiencing will
one day fade. The anger you feel will disappear. The sadness you carry around with you in your
heart will be replaced with happiness. You will be thankful one day for your personal struggles
because each one is teaching you a valuable life lesson, even if you don’t realise it at the time.
Every person has their own battle to fight. There are going to be times in your life when people
let you down, there will be days when bad things happen for no good reason and there will be
mornings when you don’t want to get out of bed and face the day. However, once you hear the
birds singing outside your window and see the sun streaming through the curtains, you realise
that life is a blessing. Each day has the potential to change your life. Don’t let the dark clouds
of others effect your inner sunshine. Don’t let your failures define you, let them motivate you.
There is no right or wrong way to live your life but one thing you can do for yourself today is
to give yourself the chance to be happy. Be a beacon of light in someone else’s cloud. Be the
person who spreads joy, love and happiness. Be the one who brings peace and hope to those in
need. Be the best possible version of yourself and choose to be happy.
Live For Today
Editor of Zest For Life Magazine
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HOW TO STAY
POSITIVE WHEN LIFE
GETS HARD
I

will be happy when I have lost
weight, I will be happy when I have
my dream job, I will be happy when
I finally meet the love of my life,
sound familiar?

Life is about balance. At times, life
feels like a struggle, it drains us of
any positive spirit we might have had
and replaces it with feelings of doubt,
insecurity, anger and sadness.

We’re all guilty of it. Wishing
for things that we don’t have
and believing that once we have
everything we want, we will finally
be happy.

It’s easy to fall into a spiral of
depression and dwell on everything in
our lives that might not be perfect but
you have to pull yourself out of it and
focus on the positives.

Destination happiness is something
that we all fall into at one time or
another. We have this idea of what
our lives should look like and tell
ourselves that we will not be happy
or fulfilled until we get there.

I’ve found that doing something small
every day, whether it be reciting a
daily mantra to yourself in the mirror,
meditating for five minutes every
morning or even writing a gratitude
list before you go to sleep, you can
conquer any negative feelings by
choosing to be positive.

Sometimes we get so caught up in
what we are waiting for, we miss
the magic of life. If we spend all of
our time thinking about the past
or wishing for the future, we fail to
see the beauty of each day and miss
many lessons we could learn from.
If only we all took a step back
and truly appreciated the present
moment.
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It’s hard to believe when people tell
us that we can ‘choose’ how we feel
about something because we convince
ourselves that we cannot control our
emotions or negative attitude but we
can. I have learnt recently that it is
okay to be sad sometimes.
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HOW TO STAY POSITIVE
WHEN LIFE GETS HARD
T

ake these days in your stride, cry if
you think it will make you feel better,
shout from the rooftops if something is
bothering you and complain about the
bad day you have had.
Then, move on. Don’t inhabit those
negative feelings and let your down day
turn into a down week. You have to cry,
smile and then move on. Being happy is
a choice, however, we tend to naturally
gravitate towards negative emotions.
Instead of appreciating the good
moments of our day, we constantly go
back to the things that annoyed us, that
upset us or made us question how bad
we have let our lives become.
We are all guilty of the constant cycle of
unhappiness – something bad happens
– we dwell on it – we let it affect our
overall happiness. Each time something
new happens that frustrates us or upsets
us, the cycle begins again.
Now there is a new cycle that we can
adapt into our lives. The choice cycle. It
goes like this… Something bad happens
– we feel what we need to feel about it –
we move on.

I’m not saying it’s going to be easy
to stay positive, it’s something that I
struggle with every single day. I have
to constantly remind myself that no
matter how bad things may seem,
things will always get better.
Choose a mantra that means
something to you. Some examples
are: This too shall pass, everything
will get better, today I am choosing
to be happy, everything happens for a
reason and I am good enough.
Whenever you feel lost or feel like
you don’t want to face the day, recite
your mantra to yourself, you can say
it aloud in front of the mirror or just
whisper it to yourself, whatever you
prefer.
You will then start to see how
powerful words can be and how you
can choose to be positive, no matter
what life throws at you.
Words by
Emma-Jane Barlow
Editor and Founder
of Zest For Life

You are choosing to feel what you need
to in that moment, then you are moving
on and accepting that bad things
happen and there’s nothing you can do
about it. You then create room in your
life for more good things to happen
because you are removing the bad
energy and replacing it with a positive
and hopeful energy.
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SEVEN GREAT
SUMMER READS
E

veryone likes a good holiday book.
I, for one expect to get through at
least three books in a fortnight when
I’m on holiday. The weather might be
disappointingly rubbish, but the chances
are you’re going away somewhere this
year, so here are some good summer
reads if you’re struggling to find
anything that peaks your interest.

1.

AND THEN THERE WERE
NONE BY AGATHA CHRISTIE

S

et on a small island off the coast of
Devon, the book follows the mysterious
goings-on as ten strangers, invited to
the island for supposedly very different
reasons get picked off one-by-one.
Christie integrates character backstory
and plenty of intrigue in this novel,
forcing you to question everyone and
everything.
Personally, I didn’t actually read this
while on holiday, but my holiday did
certainly play a part in me checking it
out. I visited Agatha Christie’s holiday
home ‘Greenway’ this year during my
holiday in Salcombe. I’d never read
any of her books and this seemed like
a great one to start with. I found the
characters diverse and interesting and
found the plot very intriguing. The
setting manages to be both spectacular,
while offering a sense of threat and
entrapment. As you’ll see, I love a good
twist ending and what a twist it is.
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2.
W

THE SHIPPING NEWS BY ANNIE PROULX

hen Quoyle relocates to his ancestral home, Newfoundland,
his life is collapsing. The novel follows him as he attempts to make
his way in the world and cast off the shackles of his old life and
more importantly his old ways.
I’m calling this a holiday read largely because it’s the set by the
sea. However, it’s more than that. The sea is central to the plot, as
it’s through his column ‘The Shipping News’ that Quoyle gains
his confidence and through that, achieves what little he has always
wanted from life. This novel is a deeply atmospheric read and if you
manage to make it through the harrowing first half it’s wonderful
to watch the beginning of his new life unfold. I loved the use of
nautical metaphors in this book and anyone who’s ever felt walked
over in life will relate to this book in a big way.

3.
I

THE WOMAN IN BLACK BY SUSAN HILL

have a feeling most people will know this one thanks to the
2012 Daniel Radcliffe film, but don’t be fooled. In many ways the
source material written by Susan Hill out-creeps an admittedly
good, but undoubtedly flawed adaptation. Arthur Kipps has moved
on with his life, until on Christmas Eve one of his stepchildren
asks him to tell a ghost story. Suddenly his mind is whisked back to
many years previously when he was forced to travel to Eel Marsh
House to sort the affairs of Miss Alice Drablow. He discovers there
was a lot more to the woman than there originally seemed.
This is a slightly odd choice of holiday book, I’ll admit. But
maybe you’re like me and enjoy a nice ghost story to terrify you
while you’re on holiday. Perhaps you’re holidaying in the South of
England and finding accommodation in an atmospheric, probably
haunted castle and want something to set the mood? This book will
certainly do that. I may be biased as it’s one of my favourite books of
all time, but Susan Hill does a fantastic job of making the reader feel
utterly trapped and powerless while reading about Arthur Kipps
and his haunted experience on the Nine Lives Causeway.
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SEVEN GREAT
SUMMER READS

4. EVERYTHING, 5. 99 DAYS
EVERYTHING BY
NICOLA YOON

LIES BY LIANE
MORIARTY

M

M

For me, reading this book
was nostalgic. It reminded me
of what it was like to be in
secondary school and stay up
all night texting the boy you
liked. In a lot of other ways,
it didn’t remind me of myself,
as my life was comparatively
exceptionally ordinary compared
to Madeline’s, but the point
of this novel is very much that
she’s the same as everyone else,
just lacking in freedom. This
book also has its own plot twists
and is actually very sweet at its
core. Madeline is a sympathetic
character whose predicament
is probably more relatable that
you might think. Continue in
a safe, but unremarkable life, or
risk everything for something
incredible. What would you do?

olly Barlow has to
spend 99 days at home living
with her Mother before
she starts college. Not so
bad...the only issue is that
she left her hometown
after becoming embroiled
in scandal. Has everyone
forgotten? Not a chance.
Molly is forced to deal with
her past as she is confronted
by her ex-boyfriend Patrick,
and the guy she cheated on
him with - his brother, Gabe.

Jane, Madeline and Celeste
are all very different women
with very different secrets.
Their children all attend
Pirriwee Public School
where the other Mothers
are nosey, competitive
and incredibly protective.
When Jane’s son Ziggy is
accused of bullying one of
his classmates, things start
to unravel and the women’s
lives all take a turn for the
worst.

Now, I’m not going to
pretend I didn’t recurrently
want to punch most of the
characters in this book particularly the protagonist.
Let’s just say it was difficult
to root for her at times. That
being said, the book raises
some interesting points
about the double standards
that sometimes surround
the treatment of men and
women when cheating
comes into play. As well as
this, the book has a nice,
summer vibe and once again
reminds you of what it’s like
to be a fickle teenager who
likes more than one person
at a time.

Set in a sunny, privileged
part of Australia, I found
to begin with, that this
book was a little shallow,
maybe clichéd. When I
carried on reading I found
this assumption to be
utterly wrong. For a book
supposedly about some
gossipy, rich mums, Liane
Moriarty deals with some
very real and difficult
issues surrounding family
life, motherhood and
relationships. She develops
her characters incredibly well
and weaves her complicated
plot very well. Once again,
this novel has a twist you’re
very unlikely to guess.

adeline is sick. In fact,
she’s more than that. Allergic to
everything in the outside world,
she’s forced to stay inside with
only her Mother, her nurse and
books for company. When a
boy named Olly moves in next
door she starts to question her
existence. Falling in love via
instant message, her eyes are
opened up to an entirely new
world.
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BY KATIE
COTUGNO

6. BIG LITTLE
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SEVEN GREAT
SUMMER READS

7. WE WERE LIARS BY E. LOCKHART
C

adence can’t remember what happened two years ago, only that everything has changed since the fifteenth
summer she spent at Beechwood Island with her best friends, the Liars - Johnny, Mirren and boy she loves, Gat.
Plagued by migraines and other health problems, things start to come back to her until everything unwinds and at
last she remembers the truth.
This book is exceptional and I could not recommend it more. Never has a book captivated, moved me and
submerged me to the extent that this one did. If you liked ‘Gone Girl’ or ‘The Girl on the Train’ this does
everything they did and maybe more. Everything from the plot pacing, to the characters and the slow reveal is
done exceptionally well. This is another book that lets you hark back to being young and in love, although I hope
your summer flings weren’t as traumatic as Cadence’s. As someone who reads a lot of books and then forgets about
them, this is a book that you won’t forget for a long time.

A

nd there you have it. Whether you fancy a
light-hearted teenage romance, a suspenseful crime
novel or a harrowing ghost story there should be
something on the list that you can imagine reading
while lounging on a sunbed in Barcelona, or a
creepy castle in the South of England. Whatever
floats your metaphorical (or not so metaphorical?)
boat really...
Words by
Erin Voysey
Contributing
Lifestyle &
Nutrition Writer
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F

HOW TO
SURVIVE YOUR FIRST
MUSIC FESTIVAL

estivals…the budget way to see many amazing bands in one jam-packed, loud, muddy and booze-filled
weekend. They’re definitely an experience to say the least – it’s almost like entering a different culture – one
filled with music lovers of all ages, dialects and personalities. It can be quite daunting for some, which can
lead to people being overprepared and sometimes underprepared. So I thought I’d give you the five best tips
to survive your first music festival because after going to three myself, I always manage to forget my own
advice! Read this and remember!
DO NOT TRUST THE WEATHER FORECAST
It’s England. Our weather is unpredictable to say the least. Always pack for the extremes even if
the BBC is saying it will be a scorcher, chances are it will rain, a lot! Like, more rain than you’ve
ever felt on your skin on your life. Why you ask? Because you’re outside for days with little to
no shelter – when you’re seeing the greatest band in the world there aren’t many places to duck
for cover, and your little tent from Argos that said it was waterproof ? Chances are, it can’t hack
a British storm! So pack for ALL weathers, ponchos are great, but please, for the sake of your
health, invest in a full waterproof – You don’t want to miss your favourite band because you got
wet through and had to go to the medical tent!
SAVE UP AND PREPARE FOR FESTIVAL PRICES
Festivals are pricey – as in you could pay anything from £5 £10 for a burger given the stall you go to. Prices are hiked up
because you’re essentially living on a field for 3-5 days, there
aren’t any shops anywhere and sometimes things go wrong
– for me, I left my Quorn burgers in the tent and they
cooked within the first day due to the heat! This resulted in
me paying through the nose daily for food, which definitely
adds up over time! So save up, and make sure you’ve got
more than you need just in case!
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STAGE CLASHES – THEY’RE REAL!
Research the festival beforehand – I’m sure you’re super excited about seeing all of your favourite bands but
usually they are split across a few different stages. A lot of festivals do try and make stage clashes easier by
making it so you can see half of each bands set between different stages, but sometimes that’s not the case.
Research before you go, note the stage times down on your phone or on a piece of paper (as phones can and
will lose charge) and see if you can get the App for the festival you’re going to – that should update you on any
cancellations or further clashes!
DIRT, GRIT AND ALL IN BETWEEN
Unless you have bought the biggest VIP package for your festival, chances are you’re going to get muddy
or dirty and everything else in between. There are hundreds of tents on your campsite, each with varying
amounts of people drinking a lot of booze and eating a lot of food. This means mess. There are places to
dispose of your rubbish but you’ll find a lot of people simply drop their wrappers and cans where they stand.
That and walking through thick mud if rain does hit, can cause mud to spray and get you on places you didn’t
think you could get it! Prepare! Bring baby wipes, dry shampoo and every home comfort you can find but be
aware that regardless of the preparation, you will still need a fair few showers when you get home, (though
if the thought of not showering for a few days really bothers you, most festivals have shower services, but I
recommend you book in advance rather than face the communals).
LOOK AFTER EACH OTHER… AND HAVE FUN!
Despite all the dirt, weather changes and various bits of drama that come with camping,
festivals are about having fun and enjoying some amazing music. Chances are you will
make a lot of new friends, every time I have gone we have always made friends with
incredible people with similar music tastes who are immensely caring. Of course there
will always be people to be wary of, so look after your friends, keep a watchful eye out
for anything suspicious but most importantly, embrace these few days of being in the
community of people who share the same love for music as you do. Make friends for life,
enjoy the bands and look after each other. In those few days, you are all part of a big family
– so treat everyone as such!
Words by
Tasha Williams
Contributing
Writer
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SUMMER DATE IDEAS
H

ere are some ideas for the perfect summer date:

RIDE AROUND
If the weather is warm, why not go on
a bike ride together? You can explore
a new city or have lunch somewhere
new. You could even pack a picnic
basket full of your favourite things,
maybe even include a bottle of wine
and some nice flowers.
HAVE A PICNIC
Instead of sitting inside all day, pack
up some food and head out to your
local park or lake. It’s a great way to
spend some quality time together
without the distractions at home. Try
not to take your mobile phone or keep
it on silent while you are spending
time together.
PLAY SPORTS
This is a great way to get in some
exercise while having fun. Try looking
at your local gym or sports centre and
see if you can fit in a round of tennis
or badminton. You could try it indoor
on sunny days and outdoor on wet
days. You could even take some snacks
for in between or go out for a lunch
afterwards.
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GO TO THE BEACH
Although we may not get the
best weather all year round
in Britain, on the sunny days,
why not make the most of
it by going to the beach or
taking a nice walk in the park?
You can have fun without even
thinking too much about it.
SCENIC DRIVE
No matter what weather,
a relaxing drive does great
things for the soul and offers
a great opportunity to have
a conversation in a relaxed
environment. If you have good
songs on and snacks then the
journey will definitely be more
enjoyable.
BAKE A CAKE
Baking doesn’t require many
ingredients. As long as you
have sugar, flour, butter and
a few eggs, you can create a
tasty treat for you and your
partner.
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SUMMER DATE IDEAS
A TREASURE TRAIL
Explore your local area to see if they have a Treasure
Trail or Scavenger hunt, it’s not just for little kids, they’re
experiencing a major comeback for adults as well. If
not, you can always create your own scavenger hunt by
exploring a nearby town with your partner. Even if you
know the destination, take your partner somewhere they
have never been before.
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ART GALLERIES
Most cities have local art shows or exhibitions
which are free to visit. They usually have
something new on each month or season so
why not check them out. You could both learn
something new and it’s an excuse to hold hands
and be together.

GAME NIGHT
Everyone has a favourite
childhood or adult board
game, whether it’s Monopoly,
Cluedo or Scrabble, settle in
for the night and enjoy some
friendly competition. Maybe
you could try a game you have
never played before and learn
it together.

FILM & PIZZA NIGHT
For the evening time, why not
have a film and pizza night?
Spend time watching loads
of films you have never seen
before and just enjoy each
other’s company. If you’re not
enjoying the film, you can
always try out a new TV box
set.

Words by
Savannah
Lloyd-Smith
Contributing
Lifestyle Writer
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TAKING ON EUROPE

T

his summer, along with two of my close
friends, I will be embarking on my first
travelling experience. When thinking of
travelling, many of us cast our minds to the
bustling city of Bangkok or the beautiful
sandy beaches of Indonesia. Although
I am determined one day to reach such
destinations, for my first experience of travel,
I decided to choose Europe. What better
place to start than our native continent.
Europe has so much to offer, with a variety of
cultures and beautiful cities and landscapes.
The best way to experience it is to buy an
Interail Pass, or for those of you outside of
Europe, a Eurorail pass. These passes come
in many different forms, from a pass which
covers train travel across Europe for the
entire month to one which includes travel
across one specific country for 10 days. They
vary in price, but all equally allow you to
explore Europe by a cheaper means than
buying separate travel.
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Planning is the most vital component of any travelling trip.
Although it is necessary to find a compromise between
forward thinking and spontaneity, it is helpful to do your
research and delve into what it is you want to achieve from
your trip. Below are five tips that I think are essential in
creating a successful grand European tour.
PICK YOUR CITIES CAREFULLY
Once again, reflect on what you would like to gain from
your trip. Do you want to explore undiscovered coves along
the Italian coastline, the imposing hills of Austria or the
exquisite architecture of Prague? If you have a pass that
allows you, do discover all of these places, but for those
of you who are limited on travel time, give your places
serious thought. Another factor bound to determine your
places of interest is your route. Remember you have to
start and finish somewhere and it’s best to pick a route that
incorporates short to moderate train journeys from place
to place or overnight trains. Basically, a route which can be
followed with ease.

SELECT YOUR SIGHTS TO SEE
Once your route is established and your
cities have been chosen, the next step is
to narrow down what you would like to
see. For example, when in Amsterdam
we plan to visit the Anne Frank House.
Tickets for these type of attractions are
available online but ensure you pick a
ticket that is valid. Additionally, it is
always useful to search TripAdvisor
to get a sense of the prices offered,
discount vouchers you may be eligible
for, and when to visit certain attractions.
Although most of the museums are free,
they often have long queues and many
vouchers online simply allow you to
queue jump.

BUDGET WISELY
Travelling can easily empty your bank account, therefore
once all the tickets are booked and everything is in
place, it’s a good idea to set spending limits for each
day. This should include attractions, food and drink and
accommodation. It really depends on how much you are
willing to spend on each of these, however it is important
to remember that sufficient accommodation and food and
drink is a priority, to stay healthy throughout your trip.
Also remember that some cities are renowned for being
expensive, eg: Venice, therefore it is wise to take slightly
more for that one city.
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TAKING ON EUROPE

PACK LIGHT
Easier said than done I know. We all get to the stage
when packing for a holiday thinking ‘oh, but I love
that top, I’m sure I’ll wear it’, and in it goes. The ally of
a backpacker is his or her rucksack. There are so many
types out there, varying in, design, weight and colours.
When looking for a backpack, it is wise to buy one
with a rain cover, for those torrential downpours that
can sometimes occur in European countries in the
heat.
Additionally, it’s wise to get one with a hard back for
support. Think about everything that needs to go in
there and how it will effect your back and shoulders,
distribution of weight is also essential. Packing light
means comfortable clothes that will fold up small.
It also means suitable footwear that can be matched
with all outfits. It’s also desirable to buy toiletry
products when away, saving on space and weight.
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STAY SAFE
Security is something that plays on the mind of all
travellers. Feeling secure is essential, as it puts your
mind at ease and limits your worries to finding your
way around places. Buying a code lock is a great idea,
as it can be used to secure your rucksack and your
locker if you are staying in hostels. Similarly, a money
belt with can hold your passport, cards, and other
travel essential is an important buy. This will give you
piece of mind knowing that your most important
items are securely strapped to your body at all times.
Words by
Emma Corr
Contributing
Lifestyle Writer
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THE PEARL OF THE ADRIATIC:
DUBROVNIK, CROATIA
O

n my last visit to
Dubrovnik, I spent most
of my time eating my body
weight in Mediterranean
food and humming the Game
of Thrones theme tune.
But the city has so much
more to offer! Including
gorgeous walks and historical
places of interest, all
complemented by a blue sky
and stunningly clear sea. Here
are some examples of what
you’re missing:
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DUBROVNIK’S CITY WALLS
Survey the beauty of King’s Landing by
taking the circular walking tour of the
city walls. Views of the ancient city are
impressive, though it’s always best to walk
here during the early morning or late
afternoon unless you enjoy being cremated
in the heat during the hottest part of the
day.

THE STRADUN
The city of Dubrovnik is a
UNESCO World Heritage Site,
so you can expect a plethora of
gorgeous architecture here. The
Stradun is the city’s main street,
a wide limestone walkway perfect
for observing such buildings.

Points of particular interest
The walls are 22m high in places, but if this include the Old Harbour, the
is not high enough (you adrenaline junkie
Renaissance Sponza Palace which
you) then you can take a cable car ride to
houses the National Archives,
the top of Mount Srd, affording you a bird’s and the Franciscan Church and
eye view of Dubrovnik.
Monastery.

KORČULA
This island is what the phrase ‘hidden gem’ was meant for. Just off the Dalmatian coast (accessible from
Dubrovnik via ferry), Korčula was supposedly founded by the Trojan hero Antenor, and is a picturesque
walled Old Town often named ‘Mini Dubrovnik.’
It is architecturally and historically fascinating – the town claims to be the childhood home of Marco
Polo (although this is obviously contested) – and is surrounded by the infamously clear blue Adriatic
Sea. Look out for local craft stalls and sword dancing!
CAVTAT
A town nine miles south of Dubrovnik, Cavtat is very close to Croatia’s border with Montenegro. It
has a seafront lined with shops and restaurants, with a few luxury ships and private yachts moored in
the strand, but by far its best feature is the Vlaho Bukovac House. Bukovac was a Croatian painter
with, shall we say, eclectic interests. The house was his former home and exhibits much of his work,
including the remains of wall paintings found during the building’s restoration. Hope to see you in
Croatia this summer!
Words by Lydia Osborne
Contributing Lifestyle,
Nutrition & Travel Writer
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CONNECT WITH YOUR CHAKRAS

he chakra system is an
energetic model of explaining
how the mind, body and spirit
interact with each other, the world
around us and the universe. They
are energy centres located within
our body that can transform
and receive physical energy in to
metaphysical (psychic, emotional,
mental) energy. In Sanskrit,
chakra means wheel of light and
the chakras can be thought of as
vibrating wheels of energy.

The nadi’s are a network of energy
channels throughout the body
that allow the flow of energy. In
Sanskrit nadi means movement.

Each chakra vibrates at a
frequency that correlates with
a part of the infrared spectrum,
therefore each chakra has a
corresponding colour and energy
frequency. The human eye cannot
perceive these colours due to the
rate at which the chakras move
or oscillate. The human brain isn’t
trained to perceive oscillations
above 100 Hz and the chakras are
thought to oscillate between 1001,600 Hz.

There are also secondary chakras
that can be found on the hands
and feet. There are thousands of
other minor chakras, although
these do not impact on the body,
mind or spirit.

There are 7 main chakras within
the human body that represent 7
basic states of consciousness and
identity. Each one is located along
a central energy channel, the
sushumna nadi that runs parallel
to the spine. Energy from each
chakra moves along this nadi in
a vertical direction upwards and
downwards.
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Each chakra sits at a point along
the sushumna nadi and spirals
outwards from this central nadi,
outwards through both the front
and back of the body as a vortex
of light energy, that transmits and
receives energy from outside the
body.

The chakras serve as portals
through which kundalini energy
(Sanskrit – Serpent) energy may
ascend from the root chakra
up through the body and each
chakra in turn to the crown
chakra head resulting in spiritual
enlightenment and connection
with the universe and our Higher
Self.

The energy travels from the
material world at the root
to the spiritual world at the
crown. This flow of energy
through the sushumna nadi
activates the ida and pingala
nadi’s to increase health,
immunity and mood.
Awareness of the chakra
system came to the West
through the practice of
yoga. The chakra system
is thought to originate
from the tantric and Vedic
philosophy (hatha yoga,
kundalini, astronomy,
astrology and worshipping
of Hindu Gods) of Indian
yogis around 800BC.

The yogi’s believed that
the chakras were energy
systems that would allow
them to achieve spiritual
realisation. It is thought that
the chakras were an esoteric
anatomy system to describe
the body, mind and spirit.

T

he seven main chakras and their locations are as follows:

MULADHARA CHAKRA
Base of the spine. This chakra
is associated with our sense
of physical health, grounding
and our roots (home, family)
and sense of stability.
SVADHISTHANA
CHAKRA
Pelvis. This chakra is
associated with emotions,
sexuality, pleasure, needs and
desires.
MANIPURA CHAKRA
Naval. The manipura is our
centre of energy, will, selfesteem and creativity.
ANAHATA CHAKRA
Heart. Love, relationships,
intimacy, devotion are all
qualities of the heart chakra.

VISHUDHA CHAKRA
Throat. This chakra relates
to truth, compassion
and creativity through
communication and listening.
AJNA CHAKRA
Third eye, centre of forehead.
This is the level of insight,
intuition and vision. The place
where dreams are constructed
and your imagination resides.
SAHASHARA CHAKRA
Crown of the head. The
seventh chakra is the
transcendence from all the
lower six chakras and the
union between body, mind
and spirit. It is the energy that
connects with the universal
energy of consciousness and
divinity.

Yoga and meditation on each of these energy centres can help
bring any imbalances and disruptions back to a natural state
of harmony.

Words by
Jacqueline Coleman
Contributing Health
& Wellbeing Writer
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BEATING THE SUMMER BLUES
N

ow you’re probably thinking, ‘What do you
mean the summer blues? Summer is the most
fun time of the year. Summer means holidays,
BBQ’s, beaches, festivals, bikinis and ice cream.
What could possibly be wrong about summer?’
But the problem is, not everybody will
experience a summer like that. Some of us
are stuck going to work most days, just like
any other time of the year. Some of us can’t
really afford to go on exotic holidays or go to
numerous music festivals around the world.
Some of us don’t live anywhere near a beach.
However, just because your summer might not
be exactly what you planned, it doesn’t mean
that you can’t find little ways to enjoy it, just as
you should try and embrace all the seasons and
always find ways to be happy. There seems to be
an added pressure to summer, where if you are
not doing something like travelling the world
or having an exciting adventure every day then
you feel as though you are wasting the most fun
season.
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So it is time to do something, other than miserably
scrolling through your Instagram feed, looking at pictures
of airplane wings against a deep blue sky, people sitting
astride elephants in Thailand, or frolicking on beaches
in Europe. It may be raining outside (this is England, of
course) but there is always a way to enjoy the day.
HAVE AN INDOOR BBQ IF IT RAINS
An outdoor BBQ would be preferable, but even if you
have to grill the food under a soggy umbrella to get that
authentic BBQ taste and then take it inside afterwards, you
can still have just as much fun. The same can be said for...
INDOOR PICNICS
Lay a picnic blanket on your living room floor, put the
music channels on in the background and drape some fairy
lights around the room to create a cute atmosphere. Make
a heap of delicious treats like nachos, quiche, pasta, salad,
mini pizzas and baked treats and top it off with some tasty
smoothies and lemonades.
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BEATING THE SUMMER BLUES
MAKE FRUIT ICE LOLLIES AND
SMOOTHIES
For a couple of pounds you can buy some ice
lolly moulds and create your own healthy treats.
You can enjoy some guilty-free ice-lollies. Blend
a mixture of strawberries, cherries, blackberries
and bananas for a pure fruit ice lolly, that is rich
in flavour and natural waters. Do the same with
smoothies, adding things like fruit juices and ice
cubes for an ice slushy feel to them.
And if it’s not raining, you can always…
CAMP IN SOMEONE’S GARDEN
Can’t afford to go to a festival? Then re-create a
festival atmosphere by camping out in somebody’s
back garden in a mini tent, laying out blankets
and chairs and play your favourite bands and
artists through a speaker. Drink cans of cider and
sing along to your favourite songs, as if you really
were at a festival and you may feel better about
you and your friends missing out on the fun. It’s
not exactly the same, but it’s definitely better than
nothing.
Words by
Ally McLaren
Contributing
Lifestyle &
Travel Writer
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GO ON MINI ADVENTURES
If it is possible for you, drive to the beach
one day and soak up the sun and the listen
to the waves. Even if it is just for one day,
there is nothing more summery than a
beach, and you could even top up your tan.
If you are lucky enough to live near a beach,
then go there every chance you get!
Other adventures you can have in the
sunshine are going on mini city breaks,
either getting the train up there for the
day or cashing out for a hotel room for the
night so you can truly explore everything.
It is still cheaper than a full-blown holiday
and you can have some time away and see
new places. Go on country walks, find lakes
where you can rent boats and visit beautiful
parks.
ENJOY WHAT SUN WE HAVE
Even if you are not in a holiday resort,
you can always get home from work and
sunbathe in the garden for a few hours.
You can sip a smoothie and read in the
sunshine, do some yoga outdoors, or go for
some nice walks around the neighbourhood.
Make sure you spend time doing what you
would usually do in the summer time and
take advantage of every ray of sunshine that
comes your way.
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MINDFUL EATING
S

ummer is a great time to look at eating
mindfully. There are so many different
foods available to try at this time of year
that are fresh, nourishing and offer a
variety of colours, flavours and textures.
So what does eating mindfully mean?
Mindfulness is paying attention to the
present moment, without judgment
or expectation, and seeing what arises.
It is a way of being conscious of both
internal stimuli (body processes, thoughts,
emotions, sensations) and external stimuli
(noises, appearances, sights and textures).
Start by choosing your favourite summer
food. This could be a bowl of juicy, red
strawberries or your favourite ice cream.
As you prepare the food look at the shape,
colours and textures of the food you
have chosen. Notice how it needs to be
prepared and what this feels like (washing
and cutting up strawberries for example).
What impact does the food have on your
senses before you bring it to your mouth.
What are you immediately drawn to the appearance, the smell or the colour?
Next take a piece of the food and bring
it to your lips, hold it there. What is
going on in your mind? What thoughts
are occuring? What is happening in your
body?
Take a bit and savour the taste on your
tongue. Notice the smell and the texture
on the tongue. As you swallow notice the
way the body responds and what internal
processes are required to move the food
down the throat and into your stomach.
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The simple exercise above will give you a new
appreciation for food. It is always good to
start with a food you love as the experience
will be more pleasurable. If you do this at the
start of each meal, you start to notice habits
on foods you like visually, for their texture
and for their flavour.
Mindful eating doesn’t just stop at what is on
the plate or in the bowl in front of you. As
you become more aware of food preparation
and what your thoughts are surrounding
certain foods, you may become more
conscious of sourcing ethical, fair trade or
organic variations.
Mindful eating includes thinking about
where the food on your plate came from and
at what cost. You’ll also start to appreciate the
old cliché of ‘you are what you eat’ and make
healthier, nourishing choices. Mindful eating
also helps us to recognise when we are full up
and to stop eating beyond this point. You’ve
probably eaten to the point of feeling too full
and bloated due to not paying attention and
trying to eat as quickly as possible.
Make meal times more interesting and
mindful for the whole family by including
lots of different coloured, fresh fruits and
vegetables. This provides a healthy meal
that appeals to all the senses and can direct
attention away from the screens and other
distractions. What do you think you could
experiment with to bring your family’s
attention back to the table?
Adding a new herb or spice to a traditional
dish can give it a kick and a new appreciation.
Or, it could highlight a food dislike, but none
the less, the mindful eating exercise wouldn’t
have been wasted as attention would have
been given to why the meal wasn’t liked!
Words by
Jacqueline Coleman
Contributing Health
& Wellbeing Writer
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TEN COMMANDMENTS
OF MENTAL HEALTH
W

e all know the importance
of looking after our bodies. We are
bombarded with daily advertisements
to improve our physical health, we are
advised to exercise daily, eat healthily
and take our vitamins. Unfortunately,
mental health doesn’t receive the
same spotlight, however, it is equally
as important as our physical health.
I’ll be honest with you all now, I have
an ongoing struggle with my mental
health. I’ve suffered from depression
and I’ve had an anxiety disorder for
six years. For a long time, I chose to
hide it from other people.
Then one day, I found the courage
to speak out. Now, I will tell anyone
who will listen about my struggles
because the chances are, they are
going through the same but won’t
say anything because they are scared
of being judged. We shouldn’t feel
ashamed for being human or let other
people dictate how we should think
or feel.
Having a mental illness or feeling
overwhelmed by everyday life is not
as rare as you might think. Life is
hard and some of us are better at
coping with the ups and downs of life
a lot better than others.
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The problem is that we all
feel restricted by the societal
structures that have been put
into place, we are conditioned
to chase perfection, but we
know deep down that it
doesn’t exist. We are tricked
into believing that mental
strength is determined by
how many emotions we can
suppress and how many times
we can pretend that we’re
okay.
However, all this achieves is a
deeper psychological problem
which is why so many mental
illnesses go undiagnosed and
why so many people suffer in
silence.
Having a good mental health
means that you have the
ability to deal with anything
life throws at you and have a
healthy approach to negative
situations. It’s extremely
important to look after
yourself, not just physically
but emotionally too. Being
able to face every day with
confidence and a positive
mind-set will give you an
overall happy wellbeing.
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T

TEN COMMANDMENTS
OF MENTAL HEALTH

here are many ways you can take care of your mental
health, here are the ten commandments of mental health
to follow, to help you reach a high level of positivity and
happiness in your life.
1. THINK POSITIVELY
I know this is harder than it sounds when you are
struggling with your mental health but believe me it’s
possible. The first step on the way to positive thinking is
to identify your negative thoughts, challenge them, then
replace them with positive thoughts. Try to find out what
triggers your negative way of thinking, if you eliminate
certain people from your life and start avoiding certain
situations, you will be able to focus on the positive instead
of the negative.
2. CHERISH THE ONES YOU LOVE
Only have people in your life that support you, love you
and listen to you. Sometimes you have to get rid of all of
the toxic people in your life, even if it’s your own family.
Don’t feel obligated to have a relationship with someone
if they make you feel worthless. Focus on the amazing
people in your life instead of dwelling on the people that
are no longer there for you. Always tell people how you
feel about them and never miss an opportunity to show
someone how much you care.
3. ALWAYS ENCOURAGE YOURSELF TO
LEARN SOMETHING NEW
Learning doesn’t end when you leave the classroom.
Life is full of lessons and each day we all grow and try
to shape the life we desire. If you have always wanted
to learn a new language, take up salsa classes or even go
back to school to finish classes that you never completed,
then go for it! Don’t wait around and have regrets about
something that may have enriched your life. Studies have
shown that it takes thirty days to form a habit. Which
means, if you spend a small amount of time a day learning
a new skill, it will only take a month to make it an
essential part of your routine.
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4. PRACTICE GRATITUDE
On your worst day, there is
always something to be thankful
for. Start by writing down
three things each day that you
are grateful for. It could be
something as simple as – I am
grateful for the meal that I had
this evening or I am grateful
that I have a home. The simple
things in life that we take for
granted are all some people wish
for. You might not be where you
want to be yet but you will get
there. Learn to step back and
evaluate your life and all the
beautiful and amazing things
you already have.
5. EXERCISE DAILY
We can all find time in our busy
schedules to be more active, yet
we always make excuses and
push exercise to the bottom
of our priority list. You don’t
have to do a two hour session
in the gym to feel the benefits
of regular exercise. It could be
something as simple as a daily
stroll in the park, a short home
workout of jumping jacks and
press-ups or a yoga session every
morning, remember, every little
bit counts. Studies have shown
that regular exercise can have a
positive impact on depression
and anxiety, it relieves stress,
improves memory, helps you
sleep and boosts your overall
mood.
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TEN COMMANDMENTS
OF MENTAL HEALTH
6. GIVE YOURSELF TIME TO BREATHE
Finding silence in a world of noise is difficult.
Our lifestyles revolve around to-do lists and
to-watch lists. Our constant need for stimulation
overshadows our need to be present. Learning
to sit by yourself for a short period of time every
day, just to focus on your breathing is hard for
most people. However, the benefits of silence and
being truly in the moment will do wonders for
your mental health. Meditation doesn’t mean you
have to sit in the lotus position, you can lie down
or sit comfortably in a chair. Close your eyes and
breathe. If you feel your mind wandering, bring
your attention back to your breath. Something
that really helps me whenever anxiety strikes is
the 4-7-8 breathing method. Breathe in for four
seconds through your nose, hold for seven seconds
and then breathe out slowly through your mouth
for eight, this technique restores your hearbeat
back to its natural rate.
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7. NEVER GIVE UP
Whatever happens in your life, never give up on
what you want to achieve and who you want to be.
It’s better to live a life knowing your tried your
best instead of a life full of regret. Don’t let other
people bring you down and more importantly,
don’t bring yourself down. No one succeeds
without experiencing failure first. Keep believing
that you will get somewhere and you will.
8. DISCOVER AND NURTURE YOUR
TALENTS
Every single person on this planet has a talent.
Some people never discover theirs and some
choose to give up before they have even started.
If you know what your talent is then don’t let
anything stop you from pursuing it. If you love
to draw, have an amazing singing voice or love
to dance then do it! Take classes to improve your
natural talents. Life is all about enjoying yourself
and doing what makes you happy.

9. SET GOALS FOR YOURSELF AND PURSUE YOUR DREAMS
Setting goals gives you a long-term vision and short-term motivation. It helps you organise your time and
make the very most of your life. It’s important for people with mental health struggles to look forward. Find
something positive to aim for and do everything you need to do to achieve it, even if you take it one small step
at a time.
10. GET HELP IF YOU NEED IT
Seeking help is a sign of strength, not weakness.
If you feel like you need professional help for your
mental health or you feel like you need to talk to
someone about your struggles then don’t waste
any time. Don’t jeopardise your own happiness
because you are worried what other people will
think. Sometimes all you need is to take a mental
health day, cuddle up with your duvet, a couple
of films and a cup of tea. Other times you may
feel like you might need to talk with your doctor
about your ongoing struggles.
Words by
Emma-Jane Barlow
Editor and Founder
of Zest For Life
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Simple Chana Dal Recipe

Zest For Life

INGREDIENTS
1 tablespoon oil to fry
1 small onion, finely chopped
2 cloves garlic, finely chopped
1 teaspoon freshly grated ginger
1 tablespoon korma curry paste

PREPARATION
1. Heat the oil in a frying pan and fry the onions and
garlic until they begin to brown – stir frequently.
2. Add the ginger and curry paste – cook for 1 minute.
3. Add the tomatoes, coconut milk, and chickpeas. Season
well with salt and pepper. Cook for 5-10 minutes on
medium heat until the mixture begins to thicken.
4. Serve with rice or naan bread.

200g chopped tomatoes
2 tablespoons coconut milk
400g chickpeas
Salt and pepper to season
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WANT TO WRITE FOR US?

Do you love to write? Do you have a positive
message to share with others?
If you do... Join the Zest For Life team.
Email the editor: zestforlifemagazine@gmail.com

Lydia Osborne
Contributing
Lifestyle & Nutrition
& Travel Writer
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SUMMER
SMOOTHIES
STRAWBERRY,
MANGO AND
BANANA
COCONUT
WATER
SMOOTHIE

GET YOUR
GREENS
SMOOTHIE

BREAKFAST
BURST
INGREDIENTS

INGREDIENTS

1 ripe avocado

(keep the skin on)

250g raspberries

3 kiwi fruits

Handful rolled oats

2 apples (chopped and

METHOD

250ml water

Add it all to the blender and
mix away.

METHOD

METHOD

Pre-prepare an ice cube tray of
coconut water - freeze overnight.

Add a teaspoon of honey or
date nectar to sweeten.

Spoon out the kiwi fruit.

INGREDIENTS

10-12 cubes of coconut water
250g Strawberries
2 Bananas
2 Mangos

Drizzle of honey

Wash the strawberries and cut
off the tops. Place in a blender.
Cut the mango in to chunks and
place in the blender.
Peel the banana and cut in to
chunks. Place in the blender.
Add 10-12 cubes (or more if you
want!) to the fruit. Whizz it all
up.

Bunch of green grapes

Punnet blueberries

5 fresh mint leaves

300ml almond milk

Handful kale leaves

Spoonful flax seeds

peeled)

Add to the blender with all
the other ingredients.
Whizz away. Add water to
thin out.
Jacqueline
Coleman
Contributing
Health &
Wellbeing
Writer

To boost your smoothie,
add the following

ingredients to give your
smoothie a nutritious
punch: flax seeds,

superfood powders, matcha
powder, powdered wheat

grass, rolled oats, spinach

or kale leaves, cacao nibs.

Add a drizzle of honey to
sweeten if you want to.
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POSITIVE NEWS

MAY 2016

Police Officer Rescues Crying Kitten,
Makes Her His Crime-Fighting Partner.

MIT Scientists Have Developed A ‘Second Skin’
That Will Be An Anti-Aging Game-Changer.

Man In Orlando Meets With A
Homeless Woman Every Tuesday To
Teach Her How To Read.

Police Officer Gives His Personal Pokemon
Collection To A Boy Who Had His Collection
Stolen.

LA Offers Tattoo Removal For Inmates
Who Regret A Tattoo Or No Longer
Wish To Be Associated With Gangs.

New Jersey Teacher Writes Personalised
Messages On Each Student’s Desk To Motivate
Them Before Tests.

Seven-Year-Old Girl From Virginia
Born Without Hands Wins National
Handwriting Competition.

Nigerian Babies Saved Thanks To Hospital’s
Free Pneumonia Treatment.

Man From Texas With Down Syndrome
Becomes Youngest Business Owner In
His Town.
Malaysia Announces 1.6 Million Hectare
Marine Protected Area To Conserve
Sharks.
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Man Plans To Fly Eighty Rhinos To Australia
To Protect Them From Poachers And
Extinction.
Washington College Students Invent Gloves
That Speak Sign Language Out Loud

JUNE 2016

JULY 2016
80-Year-Old Couple From Ireland
Run A Marathon Together To
Celebrate 57th Anniversary.

Shelter Worker Climbs Into Cage
To Comfort Rescue Dog After
Surgery.

Adam Levine Offers To Pay For
Christina Grimmie’s Funeral.

Portugal Runs For Four Days
Straight On Renewable Energy
Alone.

Uttar Pradesh In India Planted
Almost 50 Million Trees In Just
24 Hours.

200 Strangers Attend The Funeral
Of A Homeless American Veteran
With No Family.

Scientists Just Deleted HIV In Mice
Using Gene-Editing Technique.

Boston Bombing Survivor
Donates High-Tech Blade Feet
To 5-Year-Old Amputee.

9-Year-Old Raises $500 Through
Lemonade Stand To Help Pay For
Her Brother’s Heart Surgery.

High School Recreates Graduation
For Student Who Recently Woke
Up From A Coma.
Dad Gets A Tattoo Of His
Son’s Cancer Scar To Boost His
Confidence.
Los Angeles Is Converting Motel
Units Into 500 Apartments for
Homeless Veterans.

Philippine Teen Discovers Powerful
Natural Poison Against Zika Bugs.
Hole In The Ozone Layer Is Finally
Healing.

Facebook Reunites Family With
Baby Boy Missing In Nice Terror
Attack.
NYC Mayor Signs Legislation
For Free Tampons For Schools,
Jails And Shelters.
86-Year-Old Woman Celebrates
Her Birthday With Her 86th
Great-Grandchild.
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WORDS OF WISDOM

I HAVE JUST THREE THINGS TO TEACH: SIMPLICITY, PATIENCE, COMPASSION. THESE
THREE ARE YOUR GREATEST TREASURES
- LAO TZU

WHATEVER YOU DO IN LIFE, SURROUND YOURSELF WITH SMART PEOPLE WHO’LL
ARGUE WITH YOU
- JOHN WOODEN

THE ART OF BEING WISE IS THE ART OF KNOWING WHAT TO OVERLOOK
- WILLIAM JAMES

IT’S NOT WHAT YOU LOOK AT THAT MATTERS, IT’S WHAT YOU SEE
- HENRY DAVID THOREAU

KNOWING YOURSELF IS THE BEGINNING OF ALL WISDOM
- ARISTOTLE

THE ONLY TRUE WISDOM IS IN KNOWING YOU KNOW NOTHING
-SOCRATES

COUNT YOUR AGE BY FRIENDS, NOT YEARS. COUNT YOUR LIFE BY SMILES, NOT TEARS
- JOHN LENNON

FOR BEAUTIFUL EYES, LOOK FOR THE GOOD IN OTHERS; FOR BEAUTIFUL LIPS,
SPEAK ONLY WORDS OF KINDNESS; AND FOR POISE, WALK WITH THE KNOWLEDGE
THAT YOU ARE NEVER ALONE
- AUDREY HEPBURN
IF YOU’RE TRYING TO ACHIEVE, THERE WILL BE ROADBLOCKS. I’VE HAD THEM;
EVERYBODY HAS HAD THEM. BUT OBSTACLES DON’T HAVE TO STOP YOU. IF YOU
RUN INTO A WALL, DON’T TURN AROUND AND GIVE UP. FIGURE OUT HOW TO
CLIMB IT, GO THROUGH IT, OR WORK AROUND IT
- MICHAEL JORDAN
IF YOU DON’T KNOW WHERE YOU ARE GOING, ANY ROAD WILL GET YOU THERE
- LEWIS CARROLL
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AUTUMN
T

he month of August will be
about adjustments, you will learn
to separate yourself from the wrong
people and bad situations that are
not helping you emotionally. The
dominant houses for the month of
August will be Home and Family.
Pay attention to any domestic issues
between you and your loved ones
and resolve them, don’t leave words
unsaid. August will not be the most
romantic month for Arians with
spouses, however, learning to deal
with day-to-day tasks and work
together is a crucial part of any
relationship. If you are single Aries,
a time for change is on its way, be
patient. It will also be a great time to
use your social charm to get ahead.
Many of your social interactions
during this month will get you closer
to your goals in life. September is the
first month of autumn and the good
news is, all the obstacles from the
previous month will disappear and
you will feel much happier in your
relationships and you will thrive with
career related matters.

62 Horoscopes

A

ugust will be a month of
rest for you Taurus. Take it easy,
enjoy life and take some time for
yourself. You have an admirable
work ethic but your health and
vitality are not up to speed, if
you feel tired, do what needs to
be done at a later date. Venus,
your ruling planet is in retrograde
which means your self-confidence
might not be high during the
month of August. The Solar
Eclipse on the 11th of August
will have a strong impact on
you, particularly in career and
relationships. Big changes are
coming but don’t make any rash
decisions, let the dust settle first.
September will be a far more
optimistic month, it will bring
an abundance of new ideas and
opportunities. The first two weeks
of September is a perfect time
to make decisions, as you will be
rational and unbiased during this
time. Another thing to add about
September is your ability to look
at everything critically, be alert
and pay attention to the behaviour
of those around you.

A

ugust will be a bright time
for Gemini’s. Right now you
find yourself in the midst of
important changes that will all
greatly impact your future. August
won’t be the month that all of
your dreams come true, however,
you will experience a spiritual
revelation. Your world perception
will go through exceptional and
fundamental changes and you
will finally find the answers you
have been searching for. You
will be tempted to rush ahead
and imagine the next five years
of your life during the month of
August, however, living in the
present will be more beneficial at
this time. Gemini’s are known for
their sharp minds and you will be
especially perceptive during the
month of September. Your words
will have a lasting effect in social
situations, so be careful what you
say, especially with family members
and colleagues. Sometimes you can
be too trusting Gemini, don’t be
a fool, not everyone has the same
heart as you.

HOROSCOPES
F

ocus on your relationships
with family and your emotional
health during the month of
August. Any personal ambitions
you have will be on the agenda
towards the end of the month, so
look out for signs that will boost
your confidence. Recent events
may have left you with a different
approach to life. If you remain
optimistic and open-minded
for the rest of this year, you will
notice that you will be able to
tackle problems, learn from your
mistakes and move on quickly.
Do not make any impulsive
decisions in August, particularly
with money. Stress may enter
your life at the beginning of
September, something unpleasant
from your past may surface but
don’t worry, you can deal with
it. Believe in your inner strength
and you will get through it.
September will be a difficult
month for organisation. Make
sure you stick to deadlines, you
might find you have less time
than you anticipated.

Y

ou have the energy, enthusiasm
and wit to get anything you want
during the month of August
Leo. It is a highly significant
month for you, there will be many
opportunities on the horizon.
Remember that hard work will
bring you success. August will also
be a chance for you to take a break
from your ordinary routine and
have a new adventure. Your trip
away will change your life view
quite dramatically and influence
your future choices. There will
be positive vibrations heading
your way during the month of
September, especially in love and
relationships. Be ready to open
your heart to someone new. It’s
time to put yourself first Leo. The
first month of autumn will be the
best month for singles, you could
possibly find love in the workplace
or develop deeper feelings for a
close friend. September will be
successful for Leo’s, take a closer
look at the events happening
around you and you might find a
new path to follow in your career.

V

irgo, you will be positive
about life during the month of
August. You are more secure
with your self-image and overall
happy with yourself, you are
projecting a positive vibe and this
will attract new people and new
experiences into your life. You
may even experience a renewed
sense of purpose and this will
help you make decisions that
will further your learning or life
experience. The good news Virgo
is your health will improve leading
up to autumn. If you have had
any injuries or illnesses recently,
you will start to feel better by
the second week of August.
Something else you may want
to take note of is your ability
to get carried away sometimes
Virgo, do not rush or make any
hasty decisions this month or you
might end up regretting them.
September will be the month to
express yourself. Independence
and freedom will come naturally
to you from now until the winter
months.
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Y

our powers of perception are
sharp during the month of August
Libra. You are feeling quietly
confident and communicating an
aura of optimism to those around
you. It’s a really good month
for good impressions and new
ideas. The wind is back in your
sails in August and you will find
opportunities for both pleasure
and financial gain. It’s a great time
to act on some of your personal
goals. You also have a good degree
of foresight at the moment, which
is useful in giving a loved one
advice, whether they ask for it or
not. September is a very important
month, it will initiate the future
happiness that you desire, keep the
image of success at the front of your
mind. Your health will be wonderful
this month. You look great, you
feel great and you are excelling
athletically and in exercise regimes.
Events in September will test your
thinking: both your imagination
and your preconceived ideas about
the world. You may have to adapt
your way of thinking.
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A

ugust is not a month of
accepting and leaving your life
in the hands of fate. Remember
Scorpio, you have the power and
the determination to change
yourself and the world around you.
Sometimes it feels like all of the
doors are closed but in August you
will see that doors are opening
and your own mind-set is also
changing. It is also a good time to
reflect on significant events of your
past and see them in a new light,
what can you learn from them? You
will be drawn to activities that will
test you mentally and physically,
you will seek to prove to yourself
just how much you can achieve
and how far you can go. September
will be a productive month in
work and home related matters.
Starting from the first days of the
month, you will see a significant
increase in your levels of energy
and motivation. Be prepared for
some disruption to your life that is
beyond your control, you don’t like
surprises but in September you will
have to roll with it.

A

ugust will be a successful
month for you Sagittarius, your
main challenge will be to maintain
your high level of motivation
and carry it on into the month of
September. August will be a time
to find pleasure in the little things,
enjoy the positive moments you
have with your family and friends.
It will be a month of finding out
what really matters to you and
realising everything you have that
you may be taking for granted. You
also might find you are putting your
energy into things that no longer
matter to you, a lot of re-evaluating
may take place during August.
September is the time to look after
yourself and pay attention to your
diet and exercise routine. Be careful
on your sugar and carb intake for
the next couple of months, enjoy
your food but eat well at the same
time. September is a wonderful
month for progress and results
in your career, you can achieve
whatever you want to this month if
you plan effectively and work hard.
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A

ugust will be a harmonious and
peaceful time for you Capricorn.
It will be a life stage that will not
be characterised by ambition but
contentment. You will learn to
accept, forgive and find peace. The
beginning of the month will reveal
a few heartaches and conflicts
within your family or with your
friends. During this period, it’s
recommended that you stay quiet
and don’t get involved in conflicts
that don’t concern you. Someone
you are close to may disappoint
you and you might decide to part
ways, don’t see it as a bad thing,
some people are not meant to be in
our lives. September will be a key
month for change. Moving house,
renovating an existing house or
flying the nest, this is the perfect
time to make a future in a place
far from the home you are used to.
Capricorn, you may feel you are
ready to find your own identity and
make your mark on the world, don’t
be afraid, you can do it. Make your
life worthwhile, don’t settle for any
less than you deserve.

A

ugust is the perfect month to
indulge, be lazy and spoil yourself
Aquarius. Let your hair down,
believe that everything is good in
the world and enjoy every day as
it arrives. It’s a good month for
having fun and spending quality
time with those you care about.
The month of August will teach
you a lesson of finding joy in
every situation. September will be
a time of tricky situations, caused
by the position of Saturn. Your
interaction with others may cause
more friction than friendship and
no matter how hard you try, you
will not find yourself on the same
page as those closest to you. Don’t
worry though, this will change in
time. You also have a strong desire
to regenerate during the month
of September, this could mean a
good clear-out of your wardrobe
or a clear–out of your mind.
You may decide to tackle some
unpleasant feelings that you have
suppressed for a long time or you
might want to tell a secret that
you have kept.

T

he final month of summer
will appear as a calm, consistent
and successful time for you Pisces,
but with regard to your personal
emotions, everything will surely
be ambiguous. Advice from a
close friend will prove to be useful
during the month of August, don’t
be afraid to ask for help when you
need it. This month you feel like
you are bombarded with conflicting
information and you may not know
what to believe, that is why an
impartial third person could clarify
issues for you. August is a great
month to make peace with others
and also with yourself. Sometimes
our thoughts are our worst enemy,
don’t let negative thoughts escape
from your control Pisces, it will only
restrain you from reaching your
goals. September will be a bright and
positive time due to the supporting
position of Mars. It is the perfect
time to set targets and move in the
right direction to gaining more
independence and discovering what
you want from life.
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